
 
 

Strength and Conditioning with Eliane van Reesema 
 
Eliane van Reesema is an international dressage competitor who also operates Jewel Court 
Stud USA in Wilton, CT and Wellington, FL. Eliane has a wealth of experience competing on the 
grand prix circuit as well as developing young dressage horses. Eliane also holds a Masters 
Degree in Horse Sportsmanship in Deurne, The Netherlands and is one of the co-founders of 
the Hylofit System.  
 
Gearing up for competition, dressage horses need to have a strong topline and enough 
endurance to carry themselves through a long test. Building this topline early is important for 
setting a dressage horse up for an upper level career. One way to increase a horse’s strength 
and endurance is to use zone training to increase cardiovascular fitness.  
 
Using Hylofit’s wireless heart monitor for horses and riders, co-founder Eliane Van Reesema 
trains her dressage horses on a schedule that includes regular zone work. Eliane, who splits her 
season between Wilton, CT in the off-season and Wellington, FL during competition season, 
has developed a balanced conditioning plan that factors in the terrain at each facility as well as 
her competition schedule. At the heart of it, Eliane’s training plan is designed to be horse 
friendly. 
 
Eliane spends the majority of her time spent in Connecticut, where the competitions are less 
frequent, honing in on fitness and strength. Using the ample terrain as well as exercise 
equipment such as the treadmill, Elaine’s horses do a lot of conditioning before heading south 
for the winter and spring competition season in Florida.  
 
During this time, the horses are often working more on technical work, so “fitness should be 
something they carry into the competition season,” Eliane explains. Laying a proper foundation 
and making use of any and all terrain is highly beneficial for all horses, and Eliane likes to 
ensure her horses are in a well-rounded program that includes this cross-training.  
 
Using Hylofit’s zone tracking, Eliane can track the intensity level at which her horses are 
working. By focusing on time spent in zones, Eliane can ensure that she’s varying the workload 
and keeping her horses in a healthy routine.  
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Remember: you can monitor how quickly your horse’s heart rate drops after you cease exercise. 
Take note of the heart rate at 2, 5, and 10 minutes. If your horse’s heart rate does not drop 
down below 100 bpm within 2 minutes, you may consider backing off and/or consulting your vet 
as this can indicate overexertion.  
 
While the zones listed in this training plan are used as guidelines for Eliane’s upper level 
dressage horses, it’s very important to remember to monitor your horse’s individual performance 
for a gauge on what zone elicits the right response. If you have doubts or concerns, consult with 
your trainer and/or veterinarian.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Strength and Conditioning: 6 Day Schedule 
Always warm up at the walk for 10 minutes, on hills/terrain if available. 
Cool down at the walk for at least 10 minutes post-ride. 
 
Day 1: Light lunge or ride - Zone 2 
Get the horse’s legs and muscles stretching for this ride. Walk up and down hills, forward into 
the bridle but light on the horse’s back. No collection or technical work. 
 
Day 2: Stretching, forward ride - Zone 2  
A light, stretching, forward ride, again focusing on staying light on the horse’s back. Cool down 
at the walk for at least 10 minutes.  
 
Day 3: Collection, Transitions within Gaits - Zone 3 
Work on more collection and transitions within each gait. Cool down at the walk for at least 10 
minutes.  
 
Day 4: Big Movement Day - Zone 3 
The horse should show the biggest version of each gait it is capable of at this stage in its 
training and fitness. Start slowly, ensuring you have proper balance before asking for more. The 
horse should always stay in your hand, and half-halts or a downward transition should be 
applied when there is a loss of balance. You can also incorporate transitions within gaits to work 
on your balance.  
 
Day 5: Hack Day - Zone 2 
This is a sort of active recovery day, intended to get the horse loose and relaxed after high 
intensity work. If you can, get out of the arena or, even better, off the property. This day can 
serve as a break for both the body and the mind. Incorporate terrain where possible. 
 
Day 6: Cardio Day - Zone 4 
Trot hills, staying forward into the bridle, and keeping an eye on heart rate to prevent 
overexertion. Even 10-15 second intervals at Zone 4, repeated in a set, can do wonders for 
overall fitness. Always monitor recovery after each ride. Slow recovery can indicate 
overexertion. Over time, you can increase the length and/or number of sets.  
 
Hylofit Hack: Set a Ride Alert for the highest heart rate or zone you want your horse to hit 
during exercise. For example, during a Zone 4 ride, set the Ride Alert to Zone 4 so that you 
know when to back off.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Show Season: 6 Day Schedule 
Always warm up at the walk for 10 minutes, on hills/terrain if available. 
Cool down at the walk for at least 10 minutes post-ride. 
 
Day 1: Light lunge or ride - Zone 2 
This day is intended to stretch the horse’s legs and get them back into work gently after a day  
off. 
 
Day 2: Stretching, forward ride - Zone 2  
Don’t worry about collection here, simply focus on going forward and staying light on the horse’s 
back.  
 
Day 3: Collection, Transitions within Gaits - Zone 3 
Here is where the harder work begins. Work on transitions on a circle, collection, etc.  
 
Day 4: More technical rides, with movements from tests. Zone 3-4 
This is where practicing your test, doing a jump course, or generally doing a more technical ride 
is well-placed. Your horse has had several days to get loose and relaxed, which builds the 
foundation for harder work.  
 
Day 5: Collection, Transitions within Gaits, Lateral Work - Zone 3 
In all likelihood, you may not get to Zone 4 during these rides. Don’t spend time trying to push 
the horse’s heart rate too high, instead focus on recovery rates and proper warm-up and cool 
down.  
 
 


